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Abstract 
Now a day’s we see that networks are widely distributed so administrators depends on various tools such as ping and traceroute 

to rectify the problem in the network. We proposed an automated and systematic approach for testing and debugging network 

called "Automatic Test Packet Generation"(ATPG). Initially ATPG reads router configuration and then generates a model which 

is device freelance. The model is used to generate the minimum number of test packets to cover every link and rule in network. 

ATPG is capable for detecting both functional and performance problems. Test packets are sent at regular intervals and special 

technique is used to localize faults.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

It is not an easy task to debug a network. The network 

engineers face problems like router misconfigurations, Fiber 

cut, mislabeled cables, software bug, Faulty interfaces etc. 

Network engineers try to solve these issues using mostly 

used tools such as ping and trace route. Debugging networks 

is getting more and more complex as not only size of 

networks but also their level of complexity [32] is increasing 

day by day. ATPG produces a model which is not dependent 

on devices after reading configuration from routers. Another 

advantage of ATPG system is that it covers each link and 

every rule in network with minimum number of test packets. 

Uniformly the test packets are send, and if any fault is 

detected, it is triggered by separate mechanism namely fault 

localization. ATPG can cover both functional and 

performance fault. 

 

Fig1:- Network State 
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3. ALGORITHMS AND TECHNIQUES USED 

1) Algorithm: we have a tendency to assume a collection of 

take a look at terminals within the network will send and 

receive take a look at packets. Our goal is to come up with a 

collection of take a look at packets to exercise each rule 

each switch perform, in order that any fault are determined 

by a minimum of one take a look at packet. This can be 

analogous to software package take a look at suites that 

attempt to take a look at each potential branch in a very 

program. The broader goal will be restricted to testing each 

link or each queue. Once generating take a look at packets, 

ATPG should respect 2 key constraints: a) Port: ATPG 

should solely use take a look at terminals that square 

measure available;  

 

b) Header: ATPG should solely use headers that every take 

a look at terminal is allowable to transfer. for instance, the 

network administrator might solely enable employing a 

specific set of VLANs. 

 

2) Algorithm: Our algorithmic program for pinpointing 

faulty rules assumes that a take a look at packet can succeed 

as long as it succeeds at each hop. For intuition, a ping 

succeeds provided that all the forwarding rules on the trail 

behave properly. In a same way, if a queue is full, associate 

degreey packets that travel through it'll incur higher latency 

and will fail an end-to-end take a look at. Formally, we've 

got the subsequent. Assumption one (Fault 

Propagation)R(pk)=1: if and as long as For all r 

Є(p,k).history,R(r,k)=1, ATPG is use to  pinpoint a faulty 

rule by initial computing the stripped set of probably faulty 

rules. Formally, we've got drawback a pair of. drawback a 

pair of (Fault Localization): Given an inventory of 

(pk0,(R(pk0),(pk1,R(pk1)….tuples, notice all  r that satisfies 

Ǝpki,R(pki,r)=0. 

 

4. ATPG SYSTEM 

ATPG is one in every of the systematic approach uses for 

debugging network. ATPG generates stripped variety of 

take a look at packets in order that each forwarding rule the 

network is exercised and coated by a minimum of 1 take a 

look at packet.A fault localization algorithmic program is 

use by ATPG to see the failing rules or failing links. 

Fig3.ATPG block diagram 

 

5. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Automatic take a look at Packet Generation (ATPG) 

structure that consequently produces a negligible 

arrangement of bundles to check the basic's livener’s 

topology and also the coinciding between data plane state 

and style determinations. The equipment will likewise 

naturally produce bundles to check execution affirmations, 

for instance, parcel dormancy. It will likewise be specific to 

provide a negligible arrangement of parcels that solely take 

a look at every association for system liveners.  

 

• A survey of network operators revealing common 

failures and route causes take a look at packet generation 

algorithmic program. 

• A fault localization algorithmic program to isolate faulty 

device and rules. 

• ATPG use cases for useful &amp; performance testing  

• Evaluation of an example ATPG system victimisation 

rule sets collected from the Stanford and internet2 

backbones.  

 

 
 

6. FUTURE SCOPE AND RELATED WORK 

Many of the newest techniques used for mechanically 

generating take a look at packets square measure given. 

nearest technologies illustrious square measure few offline 

tools. These offline tools square measure use to envision 

invarients in network. It additionally supports Automatic 

take a look at Packet Generation one in every of the logged 
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off utensils that square measure utilised for modify take a 

look at parcels automatically up to the mark plane is nice.  

Header house analysis [16] uses geometric model to 

envision reachability, discover loops and verify slicing. 

SOFT was projected [18] to verify consistency between 

completely different openflow agent implementations that 

square measure to blame for bridging management and 

information planes in SDN context. in service with 

discharge stream arrangement somebody should be urged to 

impact difficulties like expansive place of switch state, large 

place of elbow grease bundle, tremendous flexibility of 

occasion requesting and then on to beat these difficulties 

NICE is of unimaginable utilization. operating of NICE is 

incontestible. good somebody brings to the table controller 

program close topology of framework that joins state of 

switches and hosts. The somebody has the independence to 

connect inquiry approach that is needed by him. At long last 

NICE [7]offers the hints of benefits contradiction or 

property to be up to the imprint with their evidences as 

yield.The instrument NICE chips away at high of things 

plane equally within the data plane there is another 

disconnected from cyber web equipment which will be 

utilised significantly Anteater[25]. Insect consumption 

animal accumulates the setup and causation data bases 

(FIBs) of methodology, and depict them as scientist 

capacities. At that time a screw up to be checked is set by 

administrator against the system, such lapses are consistency 

of causation tenets among switches[12], reachability or 

circle free forward. Insect consumption animal makes the 

mix of those slips and proselytes them into tests of scientist 

satisfiability downside (SAT), and makes utilization of a 

weekday issue problem solver to execute study.Actually our 

work is expounded to figure in programming languages and 

symbolic debugging. 

 

7. RESULT 

(a) 

(b) 

 
(c) 

 

CONCLUSION 

Nowadays network engineers depend upon recent tools like 

ping and traceroute to right the system. However networks 

are becoming larger and additional advanced, so that they 

would like additional refined instrument for right system. 

because of vast network access  administrator face some 

problems in testing animateness of system. to beat such 

variety of problems we have a tendency to developed 

ATPG. By testing all tips comprehensive in any respect drop 

rules ATPG has capability to check reachability 

methodology. ATPG employments easy issue restriction 

strategy developed with the help of header house 

investigation to confine deficiencies. Customary model of 

ATPG framework serves to hide most extreme connections 

or standards in a very system with least variety of take a 

look at bundles. 
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